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Introduction: The Massive Financial Costs of Mayorkas’ Open Borders

Every day, millions of American taxpayer dollars are spent on costs directly associated with illegal immigration and the unprecedented crisis at the Southwest border sparked by Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas’ policies. Only a small fraction is ever recouped from the taxes paid by illegal aliens, with the rest falling on the shoulders of American citizens and lawful residents. Mass illegal immigration, accelerated by Mayorkas’ open-borders policies, now represents a massive cost to the federal government and state governments alike, as well as the pocketbooks of private citizens and businesses.

The range of costs inflicted by Mayorkas’ border crisis cover everything from emergency medical care to increased demands on law enforcement to housing and shelter benefits for illegal aliens. Many additional costs involve devoting resources to many uses Americans would never think of, as this report will demonstrate.

Few studies exist to demonstrate the comprehensive scope of the overall federal and state costs of the ongoing crisis and mass illegal immigration. Instead, Americans must rely on a patchwork of federal and state records, media reports, and other publicly available information to gain even limited insights into the costs illegal aliens represent.

Some have attempted to provide this comprehensive data to the extent official numbers are available. The Center for Immigration Studies (CIS) released figures in May 2023 calculating the financial impact of the crisis for cities and states across the country, finding that the annual cost just to care for and house the known gotaways and illegal aliens who have been released into the country under Mayorkas’ leadership could cost as much as an astounding $451 billion.1

Another key comprehensive study is published by the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR). The group’s 2023 report found that illegal immigration’s annual net burden on the U.S. economy as of 2022 totaled more than $150 billion.2 In particular, researchers found that illegal immigration imposes around $182 billion in federal, state, and local costs, while illegal aliens pay approximately $31 billion in total tax contributions.3 The federal government is responsible for more than $66 billion in expenditures, an increase of 45 percent from 2017, while the states foot the bill for more than $115 billion in additional spending on illegal aliens, a 30-percent increase from 2017.4

---

3 Ibid.
This net cost of illegal immigration is greater than the annual gross domestic product (GDP) of 15 different states.\textsuperscript{5} Illegal immigration costs every American taxpayer a net average of $956—or $1,156 before the taxes paid by illegal aliens are factored in.\textsuperscript{6} These costs also represent a substantial increase from previous studies. FAIR’s 2017 cost study found illegal immigration imposed topline costs of $135 billion, with around $19 billion paid in taxes by illegal aliens.\textsuperscript{7}


Section 1: Health Care Costs

Illegal aliens are largely barred from receiving most health care benefits available to American citizens and other legal residents, though earlier this year the Biden administration announced several changes to allow some illegal aliens access to Medicaid and the Obamacare health care exchanges. However, illegal aliens still receive medical care through a variety of taxpayer-funded means, and many jurisdictions are liberally doling out these benefits to them.

New York City is just one example of a city that has openly embraced the concept of taxpayer-funded health care for illegal aliens, even as tens of thousands have streamed into the city on Mayorkas’ watch. According to the mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs, “Every immigrant New Yorker has the right to get quality health care regardless of immigration status or ability to pay. Many city healthcare and social services are available to all New Yorkers, even if you are undocumented.”

Illinois is also facing a massive cost surge in providing care for illegal aliens. According to Politico in May 2023, “A state program that offers health benefits to undocumented adults is ballooning. When it was started a few years ago, lawmakers estimated it to run from $2 million to $4 million. Now health officials say the state needs more than $1.1 billion to keep it running,” because the number of aliens using the service was far more than the state planned for. The report also notes that the state’s budget only accounts for about 20 percent of this overall cost, with no agreement on where the rest will come from.

In May 2022, California expanded its Medi-Cal program to cover health care costs of more than 304,000 illegal aliens in the state, which, per FAIR’s analysis of California Health and Human Services data, costs more than $4.8 billion.

To top it off, these city and state governments will often look to the federal government to reimburse them for the very programs those governments created in the first place, meaning the federal government is ultimately, if indirectly, providing benefits to illegal aliens for which they are otherwise ineligible.

---

11 Ibid.
**Understanding the Uninsured Illegal Alien Population**

Before examining the specific health care costs illegal aliens incur, it is necessary to understand their overall share of the uninsured population, as well as how many illegal aliens reside in the country to begin with.

Many illegal aliens simply do not have health insurance. In 2012, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) estimated that once the Affordable Care Act was fully implemented, illegal aliens would account for 25 percent of the total uninsured population in the United States.\(^{13}\) More recently, a 2019 estimate from the Migration Policy Institute (MPI) suggested that a little over half (53 percent) of the illegal alien population in the United States is uninsured—around 5.8 million illegal aliens.\(^{14}\) Further, it would seem that illegal aliens are likely to be without health insurance at a higher rate than American citizens. Per a May 2023 report released by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 27.6 million people in the United States were uninsured, a rate of 8.4 percent.\(^{15}\)

However, it should be noted that the MPI numbers are based on the relatively conservative, and certainly outdated, estimate of approximately 11 million illegal aliens residing in the United States. Other estimates range from 16.8 million\(^{16}\) to as many as 29 million.\(^{17}\) Given that the estimate of 11 million was being used as far back as 2005,\(^{18}\) it would seem untenable to continue relying on such an outdated figure, particularly given the millions of illegal aliens released into the interior by the Biden administration since February 2021. But even using MPI’s conservative estimate, a minimum of approximately six million illegal aliens without health insurance are placing demands on America’s health care system. Further, using MPI’s estimate that 53 percent of illegal aliens do not have health insurance, and calculating the illegal alien population based on the aforementioned 16.8 million estimate, this number jumps to nearly nine million.

**Hospital and Emergency Services Provided to Illegal Aliens**

Hospital and emergency room care represents one of the most significant expenses incurred by illegal aliens. The Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) of 1986 requires that public hospitals provide emergency medical services to individuals regardless of their ability to

---


pay for those services.\textsuperscript{19} Due to the lack of health insurance, many illegal aliens often rely on emergency rooms and services as a source of free or cheap health care—leading to significant costs for medical providers, and the American patients they serve.

Figures published by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services show that total Medicaid costs for “emergency services for undocumented aliens” in Fiscal Year (FY)\textsuperscript{21}21 alone exceeded $7 billion, while in FY22, these costs were more than $5.4 billion.\textsuperscript{20} Notably, several states—including Colorado, Michigan, Minnesota, and Tennessee—did not report Medicaid data in this category in either year, meaning the overall numbers were almost certainly larger than reported. Both annual totals represent a steep increase from FY20, when reported expenditures were just over $3 billion, and an even sharper rise from FY16, which saw approximately $1.6 billion in total expenditures.\textsuperscript{21}

In a January 2021 lawsuit challenging the Biden administration’s deportation moratorium, Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton wrote that his state alone was required to pay anywhere between $62-90 million per year to cover illegal aliens under its Emergency Medicaid program—and that was before the last several years of mass illegal immigration into Texas.\textsuperscript{22}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{medicaid_expenditures.png}
\caption{MEDICAID EXPENDITURES ON EMERGENCY SERVICES FOR ILLEGAL ALIENS}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{19} U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, Newsroom, \textit{Emergency Health Services For Undocumented Aliens: Section 1011 Of The Medicare Modernization Act}, May 9, 2005. \url{https://www.cms.gov/newsroom/fact-sheets/emergency-health-services-undocumented-aliens}.
\end{itemize}
This is to say nothing of uncompensated health care costs for providers who do not receive any reimbursement for services. According to FAIR’s analysis, using data provided by the Kaiser Family Foundation and CIS, uncompensated hospital expenses alone incurred by illegal aliens accounted for $8.15 billion in federal expenditures in 2022, while costing the states another $4.5 billion.23

Texas’ 2021 lawsuit also pointed out that between 2006-2008, uncompensated costs borne by Texas state hospitals providing care to illegal aliens ranged from $597 million to $717 million.24 Factoring in 2008 inflation rates, $717 million equals more than $1.03 billion in May 2023 dollars.25 One can only wonder how much those costs have skyrocketed on Mayorkas’ watch. Data released by the state of Florida, meanwhile, showed that illegal aliens cost hospitals in the state about $312 million in FY20-21, with hospitals only receiving around $103 million in reimbursements.26

In January 2023, in Texas v. Department of Homeland Security, 20 states challenged the Biden administration’s new mass-parole program for Cubans, Haitians, Nicaraguans, and Venezuelans (CHNV).27 Many of these states detailed how this program alone, to say nothing of Mayorkas’ other open-borders policies, would increase health care costs. For example, Tennessee held that the program would require the state “to increase expenditures on various social services like healthcare. Tennessee already spends approximately $214 million on total uncompensated care costs at public hospitals. ... These expenditures will increase under the parole program.”28

**Specific Cases of the Border Crisis Burden Placed on Providers**

“We’re taking up, we’re using, emergency rooms and medical facilities that citizens could be using.”29 That was the testimony of Joel Martinez, chief patrol agent for the Border Patrol’s Laredo Sector, in a transcribed interview with the House Committee on Homeland Security in June 2023. The reality on the ground, particularly in border states, demonstrates this fact.

Dr. Robert Trenschel, chief executive officer of Yuma Regional Medical Hospital in Arizona, testified before the House Committee on Homeland Security in February 2023 about the impact of the record flow of illegal aliens through his hospital’s doors. He noted how the influx of aliens seeking medical services has skyrocketed over the past two years, that most do not have insurance or money to pay for services, and that many arrive suffering from major illnesses or ailments:

“Some migrants come to us with minor ailments but many of them come in with significant disease. We have had migrant patients on dialysis, cardiac catheterization and...”

---


28 Ibid, 28.

29 Joel Martinez, Transcribed Interview with the House Committee on Homeland Security, 115, June 1, 2023.
in need of heart surgery. Many are very sick. They have long-term complications of chronic disease that have not been cared for. Some end up in the ICU for 60 days or more. One of the largest cohorts we have seen are maternity patients who present with little or no prenatal care. These higher risk pregnancies and births result in higher complication rates and longer hospital stays. Due to a lack of pre-natal care, many of these babies require a stay in our Neonatal Intensive Care Unit – some for a month or more at a time. ... Migrants often require three times the amount of human resources to resolve their cases and provide them with a safe discharge...”

The hospital often provides transportation costs and hotel rooms, as well, and incurred more than $26 million in unreimbursed medical costs from December 2021 to November 2022 alone. Trenschel noted the impact of those unreimbursed funds:

“$26 million dollars is equal salary and benefits to support 212 bedside nurses. The City of Yuma has 100,000 people and we’ve had over 300,000 people cross the border here. That’s three times the population of Yuma coming across the border. We are the only hospital within a 3-hour radius – which means they come here.”

The hospital’s costs began escalating in 2021, when the number of illegal aliens being treated per month rose from around 50 to as high as 200, and “settling” at around 100, more than double the hospital’s usual traffic. In 2021, the hospital treated more than 1,000 illegal aliens.

In September 2023, Yuma County Supervisor Jonathan Lines testified to the House Committee on Homeland Security that the influx of illegal aliens was even forcing American citizens in need of care to drive hundreds of miles away to receive it:

“We have seen surges that have resulted in large numbers of people being taken directly to Yuma Regional Medical Center. We have seen women approaching the border in labor, I’ve witnessed that multiple times, to the point where our emergency room and our maternity ward was overrun.”

[...]

“I had several people tell me that they had to travel to San Diego or to Phoenix to deliver their baby or to have regular surgery that had been scheduled that had been put off. We had an 18-month period where it was almost impossible to go into the hospital...”

It is not just border-town health care systems that have been impacted, either. New York City’s health care system has also been overwhelmed by the surge of illegal aliens into the city.

---

31 Ibid.
According to an October 2023 NBC News report, “In the past year alone, medical centers across the five boroughs have received nearly 30,000 visits from undocumented migrants seeking medical care, according to data from New York City Health + Hospitals,” and approximately 300 babies have been born to “migrant moms” during this period.35

Alarmingly, U.S. citizens who may need help with issues like addiction or eviction may have to wait months before receiving assistance from groups like LegalHealth, a “taxpayer-funded legal clinic at Bellevue Hospital” in Manhattan, because so many illegal aliens are being referred to the service by health care providers.36

New York state lawmakers are also considering proposals to add procedures like kidney transplants to the list of emergency medical procedures available to illegal aliens.37 Procedures like this are typically given to Americans who have valid Social Security numbers, potentially putting illegal aliens ahead of American citizens in need of this vital treatment.38

Fair Haven Community Health Center in New Haven, Connecticut, has said that one out of every four patients coming to the clinic are illegal aliens.39 At Yale New Haven Hospital, one illegal alien’s outpatient dialysis treatment and six-month hospital stay was costing the hospital more than $1 million—the tab being covered by the federal and Connecticut governments.40 Hartford Hospital in Connecticut said they have decided to cover the cost of outpatient dialysis for alien patients, which costs them $270,000 per year.41 One pre-crisis study in 2020 estimated that as many as 8,800 illegal aliens with severe kidney disease were present in the United States,42 representing potentially tens of millions of dollars in costs just for treatment of this condition alone.

36 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
41 Ibid.
California hospitals have also been affected, including the U.C. San Diego Medical Center, which has seen an increase in injured alien patients released by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) into their care. The average cost per patient in “fiscal year 2020-2021” was $5,548, more than three times the cost two years prior. The number of patients being transferred from CBP to the center has also increased dramatically, from 49 in 2019 to 270 in 2021, and 201 in 2022 through July. This jump represents more than $1.5 million in costs for the hospital. Gregory Bovino, chief patrol agent for the Border Patrol’s El Centro Sector, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in July 2023 that he had observed similar experiences in his California sector:

“I believe that a lot of the individuals that cross the border illegally and end up having to go to the hospital, those hospitals oftentimes bear the burden of some of—of those costs. In talking with hospital administrators in the Imperial Valley, specifically the El Centro Regional Medical Center, they are concerned about what happens and the costs associated with illegal immigration, and what can be done to stop it.”

These accounts alone demonstrate tens of millions, even hundreds of millions of dollars, shouldered by medical providers across the country to provide services to those unlawfully present in the United States. Even if these costs are reimbursed, those paying for them are American taxpayers. Those costs are assuredly growing as the number of illegal aliens released into the interior continues to rise under Mayorkas’ policies.

---


44 Gregory Bovino, Transcribed Interview with the House Committee on Homeland Security, 103, July 12, 2023.
The Economic Cost of the Fentanyl Crisis

As documented in the Committee’s October 2023 interim report on the human cost of Mayorkas’ border crisis, the human cost of the fentanyl crisis has proven incalculable. The lives lost from the fentanyl flowing across the Southwest border can never be replaced by any amount of money. However, it is important to note the financial costs this crisis has exacted from the American people, as well.

In 2022, Congress’ Joint Economic Committee released a report showing that the opioid epidemic cost the United States almost $1.5 trillion in 2020 alone, an increase of more than 35 percent since the last time the cost was measured in 2017. Since 2020, the fentanyl crisis has only worsened, almost guaranteeing the next study will show an even higher cost.

Health care providers have been hit hard by the rising opioid epidemic, as well. According to an Axios report in January 2023, the treatment of opioid use disorder (OUD) is costing hospitals an astounding $95 billion per year, accounting for almost eight percent of total hospital expenditures. The report specifically names “the proliferation of the synthetic opioid fentanyl” as a driver of the crisis.

Meanwhile, states are incurring significant financial costs directly associated with the fentanyl crisis, whether in treating those suffering from addiction or devoting law enforcement resources to interdicting the drug or handling the violence associated with the drug trade. In Missouri, for example:

“Drug smugglers unlawfully entering the United States through the southern border are critical suppliers for distributors of fentanyl and other illegal substances in Missouri and elsewhere in the United States. In addition to devastating the lives and health of Missouri’s citizens, drug-related and other crimes committed by or against illegal aliens impose major healthcare and law-enforcement costs on the State.”

Illegal Alien Births in U.S. Medical Facilities

The cost of illegal alien births in the United States also represents a significant health care expenditure. One study estimated that in 2016, illegal aliens in the United States gave birth to around 250,000 children, around six percent of total births in the United States that year.

---

48 Ibid.
Medicaid covers illegal alien mothers who give birth in the United States, whether they have been in the country for an extended period of time, or if they have crossed the border specifically to give birth in an American medical facility, as thousands do every year, often to engage in “birth tourism” that ensures that their child is born an American citizen. Anthony “Scott” Good, chief patrol agent for the Border Patrol’s El Paso Sector, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in June 2023, “I have heard, or I have seen, that some [illegal aliens] have come across for medical attention or to have a child born in the U.S. without intention of living in the U.S.”

Texas’ Paxton stated in March 2021 that perinatal care for illegal aliens cost his state alone as much as $38 million a year. After accounting for legal aliens and average costs of natural and surgical births, the approximate cost for illegal alien births comes out to at least $2.53 billion, with the federal government assuming around $1.6 billion of the cost and the states $937 million.

**Medicaid Fraud Benefitting Illegal Aliens**

In FY22, improper Medicaid payouts across the United States totaled more than $80 billion, about 16 percent of total outlays. According to FAIR’s analysis, around $8 billion likely went to illegal aliens:

> “Assuming that uninsured illegal aliens receive improper Medicaid payouts and/or commit Medicaid fraud at the same rate as U.S. citizens — a very conservative estimate, considering illegal aliens are both more likely to commit document-related fraud and have greater incentive to commit Medicaid fraud — there would be approximately 1.28 million illegal aliens receiving improper Medicaid payouts each year. The average improper Medicaid payout per-person comes out to approximately $6,226, meaning the overall annual total loss attributable to illegal aliens is approximately $8 billion.”

---


Section 2: Law Enforcement Costs

As long as illegally entering the United States remains an attractive and viable option for illegal aliens, the costs of securing the border, enforcing the law, and holding accountable those who break the law will remain high. The law enforcement costs associated with illegal immigration are not just those directly associated with border security, such as the CBP budget, but the increased costs to law enforcement, who must devote additional resources to dealing with illegal aliens, and to the criminal justice system, which must deal with those who commit additional crimes while in the United States.

It is important to note that these costs are increasing across the board given the historic flow of illegal aliens across the border, including more than 1.7 million known gotaways, many of whom are no doubt individuals with prior criminal records or who are entering the country for nefarious purposes.

Policing, Judicial, and Other Enforcement Costs Related to Illegal Alien Crime

State and local law enforcement have experienced the costs of dealing with increased illegal immigration more acutely than many in the Biden administration seem to comprehend. For example, in September 2023, Lines testified to the House Committee on Homeland Security that in FY22, “our cost specifically related to the illegals that were detained was $1.3 million, of which I believe maybe we were reimbursed 10 percent—or 10 cents on the dollar, I should say. But we continue to see other costs attributed to that, as well, especially our first responders, who have to respond to 911 calls on the border and most often people are just looking for a ride.”

Lines later confirmed to Florida Rep. Laurel Lee, “They are responding to calls that are not medically related. It’s simply with people who want to be removed from the border.” Yuma County Sheriff Leon Wilmot told the House Judiciary Committee in 2023 that the county spent $445,122 in FY21 just to book illegal aliens in county jails.

Sheriff Benny Martinez in Brooks County, Texas, said in 2022 that the county had spent more than “$1 million in the past few years on migrant-related pursuits, detention, as well as autopsies” of illegal aliens. Another Texas county official has also said that the costs to bury and cremate illegal aliens found dead on U.S. soil “were such an expense that county employees had to take a pay cut to cover the cost.”

---


Tarrant County, Texas, home to Fort Worth, “averages 246 inmates with immigration detainers at any given time,” costing the county more than $3.6 million per year.\(^\text{64}\) Sheriff Emmett Shelton of McMullen County, Texas, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in August 2023 that in 2022 alone, the county—which does not have its own jail—spent more than $224,000 to pay a neighboring county to detain prisoners on smuggling-related charges, and that he estimated total annual costs to his department of dealing with the crisis to be around half a million dollars.\(^\text{65}\) Meanwhile, the number of miles driven by his deputies, in part due to the need to respond to increased smuggling and trafficking, rose from 238,188 in 2020 to 329,996 in 2022.\(^\text{66}\)

For context, McMullen County is home to approximately just 600 Texans.

In Arizona’s Cochise County, the sheriff’s department was allocated more than $12 million by the state in March 2021 to support operations connected to the border crisis.\(^\text{67}\) However, the county’s budget summary also notes that costs associated with the crisis have forced the department to spend money on detaining illegal aliens that would otherwise have been used for salaries and benefits, necessitating an increased request for funding for the latter.\(^\text{68}\)

For example, Cochise County Sheriff Mark Dannels later testified to the House Judiciary Committee in February 2023 that in calendar year 2022, “border related booking costs” totaled $4.3 million, while 1,578 suspects were booked into the county jail for “border-related crimes.”\(^\text{69}\)

Based on cost data provided by the National Institute of Corrections,\(^\text{70}\) and an analysis of Justice Department statistics of each state’s illegal and deportable alien population,\(^\text{71}\) FAIR estimates police expenditures associated with illegal aliens costs states around $8.95 billion, with judicial
costs around $3.72 billion and prison costs around $6.2 billion, for a total of approximately $19 billion.72 By comparison, FAIR’s 2017 report estimated these costs totaled around $10.5 billion.73

According to the complaint filed in January 2023 in Texas v. Department of Homeland Security, “Florida’s state prison system spends more than $100 million per year incarcerating criminal aliens who commit crimes in Florida. Only a small fraction of this expenditure is reimbursed by the federal government under 8 U.S.C. § 1231(i).”74 In the state of Missouri, meanwhile, “Human-trafficking and other crimes committed by or against illegal aliens inflict irreparable costs on Missouri, both in law enforcement costs and in providing resources for victims.”75

Another overlooked aspect of costs affecting local law enforcement, as well as first responders, is the immense cuts to overtime that New York City police and firefighters could experience following possible budget cuts to pay for the growing costs of illegal aliens arriving in the city.

In early September, New York City Mayor Eric Adams directed agencies “to implement a 5 percent reduction in city-funded spending in each year of the financial plan” in order to find the funds.76 According to Joseph Borelli, minority leader of the New York City Council, who testified before the House Committee on Homeland Security in September 2023, “First to go in this case will be police and fire and sanitation, etc., overtime because that’s something we obviously issue on a weekly basis, on a daily basis, to different people.”77 Data provided by Borelli’s office to the Committee showed that overtime paid to New York Police Department personnel last year totaled $740 million, while city firefighters received around $418 million, with his office informing the Committee that this overtime “is used mostly for crime surges, investigations, large scale events and for firefighters to fight fires.”78 Cutting this overtime will only reduce the consistent presence of first responders on New York City streets.

75 Ibid, 25.
78 Correspondence provided to the House Committee on Homeland Security by the Office of New York City Council Minority Leader Joseph Borelli, September 21, 2023.
**Tactical Law Enforcement Costs Directly Borne by States**

Numerous states have devoted substantial resources to respond to the crisis sparked by Mayorkas’ policies, especially given the Biden administration’s refusal to provide relief to these states or change its policies. These efforts have cost the states billions of dollars. States like Texas and Arizona have borne the brunt of this cost, with Texas spending the most—more than $4 billion as of November 2022. Texas is projected to spend more than $9 billion by the end of 2024 to secure its border.

States have also stepped up to help secure the Southwest and northern borders, at immense cost to themselves. Though dollar figures are not yet available, on May 16, 2023, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis announced that the state was “deploying assets to aid Texas’ border security crisis,” and that substantial law enforcement personnel and resources were available, including:

- 101 Florida Highway Patrol troopers
- 200 Florida Department of Law Enforcement officers, in teams of 40
- 20 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission officers
- 20 Emergency Management personnel – including radio technicians, logisticians, mechanics, and planners
- Five available fixed wing aircraft with monitoring equipment and downlink capabilities with two aviation crew teams
- Two Mobile Command Vehicles and two command teams
- 17 available unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) and support teams
- 10 vessels – including airboats, shallow draft vessels, and mid-range vessels

---


Other states that have contributed National Guard or other resources to the effort along the Southwest border include Arkansas, Idaho, Iowa, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.82 In addition, New Hampshire Gov. Chris Sununu has proposed $1.4 million in new spending on a Northern Border Alliance to secure the northern border.83

National Guard Deployments Costing Federal and State Governments Hundreds of Millions

Texas’ deployment of National Guard troops to the border as part of Operation Lone Star accounts for a large amount of the more than $4 billion cost of the operation, and the Texas Military Department told lawmakers in February 2023 it would need another $460 million to keep troops on the border just through August 2023.84 U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) funding for 2,500 members of the National Guard to be deployed to the Southwest border in late 2022 to assist CBP85 costs the federal government more than $190 million, per FAIR estimates.86 The Biden administration also announced in May 2023 the deployment of 1,500 National Guard troops to the border for at least 90 days to deal with the fallout of the expiration of Title 42, where they would primarily help process and release illegal aliens into the interior.87

New Costs Incurred by CBP Due to Mayorkas’ Crisis

The Biden administration has also requested and spent hundreds of millions of dollars to respond to the very crisis Mayorkas’ policies have created—spending that would have been unnecessary if Mayorkas was enforcing the law and securing the border. For example, in its FY23 budget request, DHS asked for $140 million to construct a new Joint Processing Center at the Southwest border.88 This facility would do nothing to help secure the border, but would simply help CBP process and release illegal aliens more quickly into the interior of the United States, or as DHS framed it, “yield processing efficiencies.”89


89 Ibid.
A November 2023 press report cited Border Patrol sources saying that other “soft-sided processing facilities” that have “popped up all across the southern border” cost $100 million per month to operate. Additionally, DHS requested $23 million to hire 300 “processing coordinators,” individuals whose primary responsibility is to process illegal aliens and ensure their prompt release into the country. The department even requested approximately $97 million to fund “additional transportation of noncitizens at the Southwest border,” specifically because “recent high volumes of family units and unaccompanied children at the Southwest border” required more resources.

Months later, in October 2023, the Biden administration would request another $14 billion as part of a supplemental spending package, with billions going toward more processing and holding facilities, reimbursing state and local governments and nongovernmental organizations providing services to illegal aliens, and more.

**The Rising Cost of Federal Incarceration of Illegal Aliens**

Most illegal aliens convicted of crimes while in the United States are prosecuted and incarcerated by the states in which they commit those crimes. However, the costs to the federal government of incarcerating illegal aliens are also increasing with the number of criminal aliens crossing the border on Mayorkas’ watch.

Per the Bureau of Prisons (BOP), as of April 2023, as many as 24,954 criminal aliens were in federal incarceration, and according to a 2020 Department of Justice (DOJ) report, 94 percent of criminal aliens in BOP custody in FY19 “were unlawfully present in the United States.” Data from the bureau also indicates the average annual cost per individual incarcerated in federal prison in FY20 was $39,158, increasing around $3,800 from the previous fiscal year. If one assumes the 94 percent figure indicated in the DOJ report, illegal aliens in federal prisons cost the American taxpayer more than $918 million. However, when also factoring in the number of illegal aliens in the short-term custody of the U.S. Marshals Service, that number jumps approximately $648 million, bringing the total to around $1.6 billion.

---


92 Ibid.


The State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP)
States also incur a fiscal burden due to criminal illegal aliens in their prison systems. The State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) provides federal funding to jurisdictions that incur costs incarcerating criminal illegal aliens. The SCAAP paid out $244 million to states in FY22, though it should be noted this program covers only a small percentage of the full cost of incarcerating illegal aliens (usually less than one percent), leaving the states on the hook for the rest. For two years in a row, the Biden administration has proposed cutting this funding completely.

Illegal Alien Costs Connected with the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR)
The Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) within the DOJ is responsible for the disposition of immigration cases. The court faced an extreme backlog of more than two million cases, as of January 2023. Biden’s budget request for EOIR in FY23 was $1.35 billion, while the office received $891 million in FY22. Using the FY22 figure, and assuming that an estimated 70 percent of new cases before the U.S. Immigration Court “are based upon entry without inspection, terrorism, crime, and other violations associated with illegal alien status,” it is reasonable to assume that cases involving illegal aliens cost around $622 million in 2022.
Section 3: Education Costs

The costs of providing education services to illegal alien children, or the U.S.-born children of illegal aliens, represent enormous expenditures for the states and the federal government. Simultaneously, the burdens placed on classrooms across the country by these individuals, due to the fact many are limited in their ability to speak or read English, has further stressed America’s education system—particularly as large numbers of school-aged illegal alien children have flooded into American communities throughout the country since the Biden administration took office.

Illegal Aliens Receiving Billions in Public School Expenditures

By far, the largest government expenditures on education for illegal aliens are the costs that states, and to a lesser degree the federal government, assume to provide public education services. FAIR estimates that in the 2021-2022 school year, approximately 5.1 million public school students, around 6.5 percent of the school age population, were the children of illegal aliens or illegal aliens themselves. Most of these individuals are designated as Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students. Using MPI data, based on a population of just 11 million illegal aliens present in the United States, approximately just 25 percent of illegal aliens are proficient in English.

FAIR estimates that at least 3.8 million illegal aliens qualify as LEP students, costing taxpayers nearly $59 billion, while those children of illegal aliens not classified as LEP students cost another $16.9 billion, with the states shouldering the vast bulk of this burden. And this number continues to grow as record numbers of illegal aliens cross the border. Another estimate found that illegal alien children who entered just in 2022 represent a $7 billion burden on public education budgets.

LEP students also cost around 15 percent more to educate than non-LEP students. Per another recent FAIR report published in 2022, “The cost to educate LEP students has swelled by $18.8 billion since 2016. This massive increase is primarily due to an increase in the total number of LEP students...,” with the overall cost rising from about $60 billion to $78 billion.

Indeed, the number of LEP students flooding American school districts is starting to overwhelm public schools. In Fairfax County, Virginia, LEP students made up 20 percent of total enrollment, per the county’s approved budget for FY24, with the funding for “English for Speakers of Other
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SECTION 3: EDUCATION COSTS

Languages” increasing $17.2 million.\(^{109}\) In Buffalo, New York, the LEP budget increased from roughly $12.9 million in the 2017-2018 year to $20.4 million for 2019-2020.\(^{110}\) In Indianapolis, the number of “English learners” in the public school system in 2022 had increased by 27,000 from 2016.\(^{111}\) In May 2023, schools in Portland, Oregon, were “scrambling” to place more than 800 new LEP students.\(^{112}\) In Chicago, the city budgeted $15 million in additional funds for public schools to provide “bilingual instruction” for the 2023-2024 school year, to handle an estimated 2,000 additional children, many of whom have recently arrived from the Southwest border.\(^{113}\)

In New York City, schools have been overwhelmed by the surge of students with little or no ability to speak English, with one teacher telling the New York Post, “We’re overwhelmed. We’ve all got migrant students in our classrooms. The teachers don’t speak Spanish. There’s no resources helping us out right now—it’s a very challenging situation.”\(^{114}\) According to one analysis, New York City could ultimately spend around $440 million just to educate around 11,500 illegal alien children who could be present in the city next year,\(^{115}\) and the city does not know how to provide education to approximately 19,000 children in temporary housing who have been enrolled in the school system—the vast majority of them illegal aliens.\(^{116}\) Similarly, in Rockland County, New York, the influx of illegal aliens has added more than 1,000 children to county school districts.\(^{117}\)

According to Borelli, these education costs are exorbitant, and can disproportionately affect schools in close proximity to the shelters housing illegal aliens:

“The cost per student in New York is about $38,000 per student. We’ve seen about 20,000 children related to the migrant crisis enter our schools. Now, we have available space in many school buildings around the city. However, where we see the concentrations of hotels is also where we see the concentration of migrant shelters.

“When you look at a very small neighborhood, you might have vast overcrowding in certain schools, while the school down the block might be available. The impossibility is that folks are coming in 5-, 6-, 7,000 a month, and even on our best day, the good people of the Department of Education can’t figure out how to sort and place these students.

\(^{109}\) Ibid, 62.


“Now, the DOE just added $110 million to hire more language-specific teachers and teachers qualified for [English as a Second Language], but that’s $110 million that we were not expecting to spend.”

Compounding the problem for New York City—and likely other major cities—is that while the city has hired additional teachers able to teach English as a second language, under Mayorkas’ policies illegal aliens are arriving from more than 160 countries, speaking far more languages than just Spanish, and the city “may not have readily available services for them.”

This multitude of costs is not just limited to major cities like New York, however. Demonstrating the irreparable harm Mayorkas’ CHNV mass-parole program would cause, several states in Texas v. Department of Homeland Security outlined the fiscal burden illegal immigration places on their education systems. Arkansas, for example, held that there are around 5,000 children “unlawfully present” in the state, and given that the state spends more than $7,300 per student in its public school system, illegal immigration costs the education system more than $36 million—a number Arkansas projected would increase as “the number of children unlawfully present will only increase that financial burden.” Florida spends more than $8,000 per public-school student, “regardless of immigration status,” Louisiana spends more than $10,000 per student, and Ohio more than $12,000.
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States also receive grants based on the number of LEP students that census data show reside in those states. Given an estimate of approximately 3.8 million LEP students who are either the children of illegal aliens or illegal aliens themselves, FAIR estimated in its 2023 cost study that more than $580 million in federal funds went to cover the cost of illegal alien education through this program alone, out of a budget of more than $831 million in FY22.125

Journalist and former Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) veteran Todd Bensman may have best described how the Mayorkas-Biden border crisis is having a devastating impact on America’s public-school systems in his July 2023 testimony before two subcommittees of the House Committee on Homeland Security:

“[O]ne impact that millions of Americans can feel right away is rarely addressed, and I want to address that here—that is, what Biden’s border crisis is doing to America’s public-school districts. To degrees that may vary from place to place. This will manifest as acute space shortages and classroom overcrowding; successive tax-hiking bond elections to purchase portable classrooms and build new schools; hiring binges for more administrators, janitors, security officers, school cafeteria workers, and English-as-second-language teachers; language barriers for students who can’t read or write but must mix in anyway and take standardized tests; declining academic performance; and new social problems like gang formation and behavioral difficulties.”126
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WATCH: Immigration Expert Explains How Biden Administration’s Open-Borders Policies Have Led to An Influx of Children into Public School System

Education Benefits for Low-Income Families Going to Illegal Aliens

Illegal aliens are also the recipients of various education benefit programs aimed at low-income households. For example, the “Every Student Succeeds Act” program provides federal funding to children from low-income families, a demographic in which illegal aliens and their children are disproportionately represented. Around 47 percent of all K-12 students in the country qualify for grants under the program, including illegal alien children or those of illegal aliens. In 2022, the program received $17.5 billion. Given the estimated number of illegal alien children or children who are illegal aliens themselves in public schools, and the disproportionate representation of illegal aliens among the population eligible for these grants, FAIR estimates that the federal government spends around $3 billion per year on illegal aliens through this program.

Meanwhile, the Head Start and Early Head Start programs were budgeted approximately $11 billion in FY22. At least one third of total enrollees in Head Start come from non-English speaking homes. Using estimates on the number of illegal alien children that are classified as LEPs and illegal alien household poverty rates, FAIR has estimated that around 25 percent of Head Start enrollment is composed of illegal alien children or children of illegal aliens, meaning that total federal Head Start spending going toward illegal aliens exceeds $2.7 billion.
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Section 4: Welfare and Other Benefit Costs

Illegal immigration has a profound impact on programs intended to provide financial aid or services exclusively for low-income Americans. Although most illegal aliens are ineligible for these taxpayer-funded benefits, many still receive them, because essentially all federal and state welfare programs available to the children of American citizens are also available to U.S.-born children of illegal aliens. There are also many recipients of benefits who obtain them by fraud.\(^{131}\) Other studies demonstrate that non-citizens, including illegal aliens, avail themselves of these benefits at a higher rate than American citizens.\(^{132}\)

According to one recent analysis, for every one million parolees released into the United States on Mayorkas’ watch, the cost in federal welfare benefits that will be incurred could total $3 billion annually, with those costs starting to kick in January 2026.\(^{133}\)

Additionally, cities and states assume other social welfare costs. For example, Teresa Kenny, city supervisor of Orangetown, New York, told the House Judiciary Committee in a May 2023 hearing that after illegal aliens were sent from New York City to Rockland County, where Orangetown sits, the county had to invest more than $1 million to help food banks restock their shelves.\(^{134}\)

**Basic Food and Nutrition Benefits for Illegal Alien Families Cost Billions**

The children of illegal aliens are eligible for benefits through the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), more commonly known as “food stamps.” Research conducted by CIS in 2015 found that approximately 31 percent of illegal alien households with children benefit from the SNAP program,\(^{135}\) meaning at least 2.1 million children of illegal aliens are likely making use of this benefit. Numbers from the U.S. Department of Agriculture indicate the average monthly benefit per participant in FY22 was $230.39, coming out to $2,764 per year.\(^{136}\) Therefore, assuming just over two million children of illegal aliens were eligible for SNAP, the total cost in FY22 was around $5.8 billion. Through July 14, 2023, the FY23 average monthly benefit per person totaled $235.91.\(^{137}\)

Simultaneously, the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) Program provides federal grants to states for low-income, pregnant, and breastfeeding mothers, as well as infants and children up to age five who may be at risk of receiving inadequate nutrition. Every state has made illegal aliens eligible for the program. The 2015 CIS report found that approximately 35 percent of illegal alien
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\(^{137}\) Ibid.
households with children use the WIC program,\textsuperscript{138} which, when combined with FAIR’s estimated 6.7 million illegal alien households, means around 2.3 million individuals (937,000 households) are benefitting from WIC. Given an average annual price tag of $573 per individual,\textsuperscript{139} this cost amounts to more than $1.3 billion.

Mayorkas’ crisis has no doubt driven expanded use of this benefit. Per one recent press report, in New York City alone, “Public Health Solutions, which operates New York state’s largest program for Women, Infant and Children nutrition...has had a 30% increase in enrollment due to the large number of newly arrived migrants, with lines out the door on some days at its Queens location.”\textsuperscript{140}

\textbf{Illegal Aliens Receive Childcare Benefits on the Taxpayer Dime}

The Department of Health and Human Services’ Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) programs are another taxpayer-funded benefit available to the U.S.-born children of illegal aliens and some illegal alien children. This program is essentially a federal matching fund that expands on money offered by the states to provide childcare services to certain groups. In FY22, the federal government allocated $9.65 billion for the program. Spending on childcare for illegal aliens through this fund costs the federal government an estimated $911 million, and the states another $171 million.\textsuperscript{141}

Section 5: Housing and Shelter Costs for Illegal Aliens

Because Mayorkas refuses to follow the law requiring him to detain and remove illegal aliens, towns and cities across the country have been forced to pick up the costs of housing and providing shelter for the hundreds of thousands that have been released into their communities. This reality has been documented everywhere from small towns thousands of miles from the border, all the way to America’s largest cities.

Cities Funding Hotel Rooms, Other Services for Illegal Aliens

New York City provides one of the starkest examples of the massive costs cities and states are assuming in order to handle the influx of illegal aliens. Tens of thousands of illegal aliens have flocked to the city in recent months. According to the Wall Street Journal in August 2023, “Over 100,000 migrants have come to New York City since the spring of 2022 and continue to arrive at a rate of more than 2,000 a week. As of last week, more than 59,000 were in the city’s care.” By October, the number was more than 130,000.

Earlier this year, the city signed a $275 million contract with the Hotel Association of New York City to house just 5,000 illegal aliens—a cost of $55,000 per individual. For $7.6 million, the city in May 2023 turned “Brooklyn’s Hippest Hotel” into a shelter for illegal aliens. The same month, Mayor Adams declared that nearly half of all hotel rooms in New York City were being occupied by illegal aliens, limiting the ability of the city to generate revenue from tourists using those hotels instead. Adams and his office would later clarify that this number was 40-50 percent of hotels that could handle illegal aliens, whether for reasons of cost or lack of interest in housing these individuals.

On March 29, 2023, the city submitted a request to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) asking for $650 million in reimbursement for these costs. In the same application, the city’s budget director Jacques Jiha said New York City estimated it will have spent $4.3 billion on housing these individuals. This reality has been documented everywhere from small towns thousands of miles from the border, all the way to America’s largest cities.

146 Ethan Stark-Miller, “Mayor claims migrants are taking up nearly half of city hotel rooms amid surge, but quickly revised that figure,” AM New York, May 17, 2023, https://www.amny.com/politics/mayor-claims-migrants-are-taking-up-nearly-half-of-city-hotel-rooms-amid-surge/.
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Other reports confirmed similar figures. Later, in August 2023, Adams said that total costs will balloon by 2025 to around $12 billion.

As more illegal aliens arrive in the city, those costs have continued to expand. By June 2023, the number of people in New York’s shelter facilities exceeded 98,000, with nearly half of them—48,700—illegal aliens. According to city officials at the time, it cost $385 per night to provide shelter, food, medical care, and social services to an illegal alien family unit, meaning New York City was spending almost $8 million a day just to provide these services to this population. By August, given more than 57,000 illegal aliens present in the city, Adams said that these costs had expanded to more than $9.8 million per day, which would equal around $3.6 billion per year, with the possibility of increasing to nearly $5 billion. This daily expenditure is more than the city spends on the fire department, sanitation department, and the Office of Emergency Management combined.

Borelli explained to the House Committee on Homeland Security that over the next year alone, New York “will spend enough money to cover the entire budget of Dallas, Texas. Meaning for the New York City taxpayers could pay to make every firehouse, police station, pick up the garbage, maintain the water and sewers, inspect the buildings, run the airport and even cut the grass in Dallas parks, a city of 1.3 million people.”

The city has even reportedly considered housing illegal aliens at a closed prison facility on Riker’s Island, and on May 22, 2023, New York Gov. Kathy Hochul said the state was considering housing illegal aliens in an airplane hangar at JFK International Airport.

In July 2023, the New York Times reported that the city had awarded a $432-million, no-bid contract to a firm called DocGo in May 2023 to provide housing and other services to illegal aliens, including transportation elsewhere in the state.
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In August 2023, officials expanded a shelter at Randall Island to house 3,000 illegal aliens that will cost New Yorkers at least $20 million per month. One recent occupant of the shelter, a 29-year-old man from Venezuela, said upon arriving at the shelter, “I’m feeling good. The government of the United States of America, they help you.”

Borelli would later testify, “I’ve never seen a situation where New York City or any other municipality that I have direct knowledge of has paid this amount of money for services provided to people who have crossed the border. That’s not happened.” He further told the House Committee on Homeland Security that the blame for these massive costs to New York City lies squarely at the feet of Mayorkas and his open-borders policies:

“I blame the federal government. And I’ll accept responsibility for not being able to push back against sanctuary-city policies and the right-to-shelter policy in my city. But at the same time, we’ve had those in place since the 1980s. It’s only been since this administration has took over, it’s only been since Secretary Mayorkas has taken over, where we have had this level of unprecedented migration to our cities from people who are relying on the city taxpayer to provide every resource available to them.”
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WATCH: New York City Council Minority Leader Joe Borelli Describes Devastating Financial Impact of Mass Illegal Immigration
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New York has penned more than $10 million in contracts to clean the laundry of illegal aliens arriving in the city.¹⁶⁴

This is just one major American city and state. Other cities and states have also shelled out substantial amounts of money to house illegal aliens in hotels or other sites, or continue to do so.

- In 2021, California spent $500,000 per month on housing illegal aliens in just two hotels near the Southwest border.¹⁶⁵
- Chicago is spending more than $20 million per month to “house and support” illegal aliens,¹⁶⁶ with approximately $200 million of the city’s anticipated $538 million budget deficit in 2024 due to the cost of providing services for illegal aliens.¹⁶⁷ Chicago Alderman Raymond Lopez said in August 2023, “We have a structural surplus built into the annual budget of $400 million, of which $300 has been eaten away because of this migrant crisis, and it will only get worse the longer we wait to address this matter.”¹⁶⁸
- Illinois as a whole has spent more than $350 million responding to crisis, with the federal government reimbursing around 10 percent of those costs.¹⁶⁹
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¹⁶⁹ “As the number of migrants in Chicago tops 13,000, the city’s struggle to provide housing continues,” WMAQ NBC 5 Chicago, August 31, 2023, https://www.nbccicagno.com/news/local/as-the-number-of-migrants-in-chicago-top-13000-the-citys-struggle-to-provide-housing-continues/3218640/.
In November 2022, now-former Gov. Charlie Baker asked the Massachusetts legislature for $130 million in additional funding to help house illegal aliens arriving in the state, while his successor proposed supplemental funding in January 2023 that included $85 million to help pay for the state’s emergency assistance program, which could cover some of the illegal alien population in Massachusetts.

Denver city officials estimated they would spend $20 million just from January-June 2023 to house illegal aliens, with officials later saying total expenditures statewide may have reached $24 million. In mid-June, the Biden administration announced the city would receive another $8.6 million.

Through May 2023, Washington, D.C. had spent $15.1 million to house, feed, and support illegal aliens arriving in the city—with local hotels used to house them maxed out. Those costs were expected to rise to $52.5 million by October 2023.

By September-October 2022, the city of El Paso, Texas, was spending $250,000-300,000 per day to handle the historic flow of illegal aliens into the city. Over the course of a year, that would represent approximately $90 million, nearly 20 percent of the city’s general fund budget for FY23.

The state of Maine, thousands of miles from the Southwest border, has seen an influx of illegal aliens in recent months including roughly 1,600 to the capital city of Portland—a city of 68,000 people. According to city officials, it will cost Portland nearly $2 million to rent hotel space for incoming aliens. The city of Sanford, Maine, has said it allocated $155,000 this fiscal year to house and care for illegal aliens arriving in the city, but have now spent more than $483,000. City Manager Steve Buck said in May 2023, “We’ve been overrun.”
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According to an August 2023 report by Politico, Mayorkas’ DHS unsurprisingly “received more funding requests than it could fulfill from border and interior communities” seeking reimbursement from federal programs that provide hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars to state and local governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) who offer services to illegal aliens. As long as Mayorkas maintains his open-borders policies, these costs will only grow.
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Section 6: The Cost to Private Property and Border Livelihoods

The Impact of the Crisis on Ranchers and Farmers

The devastation to private property, particularly ranches and farming operations along the Southwest border, has represented an unprecedented and daily challenge for the citizens of border states. In a June 2021 letter to Mayorkas, the American Farm Bureau Federation and the farm bureaus of all 50 states and Puerto Rico wrote, “Farm and ranch families, many of whom have owned land for generations, are bearing the brunt of this unprecedented influx and have never seen a more dire situation.”

Chronicking the challenges these ranchers face, one media outlet interviewed Susan Kibbe, who has lived in the area for almost 40 years. According to Border Report, “she says most of the members in the property rights association suffer property damage relating to a surge in migration. And she says they can’t afford it and are tired of tolerating it and want lawmakers in Washington, D.C., to act.” According to Kibbe, “It’s just one more thing we have to add to the list of expenses and it shouldn’t be. Just because we happen to live in a certain geographical area.”

Brad Coe, sheriff of Kinney County, Texas, recently told the House Homeland Security Committee that his county, which shares 16 miles of border with Mexico had seen a huge influx of illegal alien foot traffic, with these individuals causing an untold amount of property damage to farms, ranches, and game-hunting operations. Illegal aliens have torn down fences, damaged houses, and left “astronomical” amounts of trash on land owned by ranchers throughout Texas.

“We have a lot of brushland and private land and a lot of damage to private property. Some of the fences are gone and ranchers just don’t repair them. They leave them down because they’re just going to get torn down again,” Brooks County’s Martinez has said.

And those costs are growing more exorbitant by the day. The cost to repair fences that human smugglers and illegal aliens have damaged or destroyed represent one such major cost. Dr. Mike Vickers, a veterinarian and rancher in South Texas, said in June 2023 he had already spent $40,000 repairing fences damaged by “human smugglers charging through” them and that the constant traffic of illegal aliens and smugglers across ranches has driven down property value—“All this smuggling and open-border stuff and all this criminal element coming through private
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property is having a huge negative impact on ranchers and farmers who live in the rural areas.”190 One rancher told NPR in April 2021, just weeks into the crisis, that he had spent at least $30,000 repairing damage caused by illegal aliens.191

McMullen County’s Shelton told the House Committee on Homeland Security in August 2023 that he knew multiple ranchers that had paid between $70,000-$100,000 to repair their fences.192 Javier Ramirez, a rancher in La Pryor, Texas, and member of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association (TSCRA), said in March 2023 that his ranch is “literally every day...bombarded with...bailouts, drive-throughs, high-speed chases, cut fences, cut locks, gates left open, foot traffic, break-ins [and] stolen vehicles...,” and that vehicles being driven by human smugglers or illegal aliens often damage multiple fences at a time.193

Ramirez testified before Congress on July 26, 2023, that ranches “are bearing financial burdens that are threatening our ability to operate profitable businesses. In the last 12 months, our ranches have 30 documented cases of our fences or gates being breached by a vehicle. The least damaging of those cases cost our operation $1,000, while other incidents have surpassed $10,000 in damages.”194

WATCH: Arizona Rancher John Ladd Says At Least 30 Percent of His Income Goes to Repairing His Ranch
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192 Information provided by the McMullen County Sheriff’s Office to the House Committee on Homeland Security, August 14, 2023.
Page Day owns more than 20,000 acres of land near the Southwest border in south-central Texas, operating guided hunting expeditions for deer and exotic game animals on the property. The damage and uncertainty caused by mass illegal immigration has caused major financial harm for his family. Day said in September 2021, “The major problem we’re having now is [illegal immigrants] cut the fence, [and] they let those animals out. ... They did cut a high fence, left the gate open, too, and let some fallow deer that I was getting ready to breed. So, I just lost five grand right there one night.”

The Washington Examiner noted the following in its report about Day’s operation:

“Day is always armed, as is his wife when she goes out to check the fences across the property twice a day. Many ranchers have started hiring people to come in twice a day and check fences for cuts by smugglers because of how often it is happening lately and the financial loss that comes when animals escape. For those other ranchers, it costs around $2,000 a week just to monitor the fences twice a day, he said.”

Repairing the fences Day relies upon to contain the animals on his property costs a staggering $26,000 per mile. Another rancher in Maverick County, Texas, has said that hunting blinds on his property, worth $3,500-$5,000 and which are key to his business, have been destroyed by illegal aliens.

Jim Chilton, a fifth-generation rancher who owns a 50,000-acre ranch in Arivaca, Arizona, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in June 2023 that repairs to his ranch cost more than $60,000 per year, and that the value of his property would be around $1 million higher if it was not located on the border.

Damaged fences also increase the risk that ranchers’ livestock can escape, necessitating long and costly retrieval operations, and potentially endangering drivers on rural highways when the animals wander onto roads, according to Ramirez. Per Zippy Duvall of the American Farm Bureau Federation, “Ranchers also raise different breeds of cattle and have varying vaccination protocols for their animals so keeping them separate is essential to herd health,” illustrating another challenge posed by damaged fences.
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Illegal aliens often damage or destroy fences trespassing on ranchers’ property. (Source: American Agri-Women)

Stephanie Crisp-Canales, a lifelong Texas rancher with her husband Marcus, said earlier this year, “When they drive through our property, that’s fence damage. So, we’re constantly repairing fences, we’re constantly replacing gates that they will blow through on their vehicles when they’re being chased by law enforcement.”

According to Charles Maley of the South Texans Property Rights Association, in addition to fence damage, vehicle wrecks can start massive fires that damage thousands of acres. Sometimes aliens intentionally set fires in hopes of being rescued after getting lost on ranchers’ property. Large groups also “literally [walk] the crops flat.”

Precious water resources are also not safe from those illegally crossing the border and violating ranchers’ property. According to south Texas rancher John Sewell, “Water is the life of south Texas. They’re turning our water off and breaking our water [lines].” One rancher recounted that in 2021, “he lost 130,000 gallons of fresh water and endured ‘more property damage than if I were to add 30 years together.’” Sean McGoffin, chief patrol agent for the Border Patrol’s Big Bend Sector, told the House Committee on Homeland Security in April 2023 that the biggest concern expressed to his agents is, “Broken fences, sometimes broken fences, broken water lines
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when people are breaking water lines to get access to water. I think those are some of the bigger ones. We've had some were break-ins to houses, things of that nature.”

Another Texas ranch owner, Debbie Douglas, recounted in March 2023 that she had spent more than $13,000 installing new security measures at her family’s ranch after an increase in break-ins. When asked what crossings looked like prior to the last 18 months, Douglas said, “We didn’t have them. You knew that occasionally a family would come across, but we did not have anything like this.”

Crisp-Canales said that she and her husband “had to install cameras throughout our property... the cameras allow us to see who’s on our property at any given time, so then we can alert the patrol. But it’s come at a huge cost to us and it’s very, very frustrating. And no, we don’t feel safe at all.”

Massive amounts of litter and refuse left behind by illegal aliens represent another substantial and expensive challenge for ranchers and farmers. Arthur Uhl, TSCRA first vice president, wrote in May 2021, “Litter is ever-present and must constantly be cleaned up by ranchers, otherwise it could be ingested by livestock and cause injury or death.” The rancher Ramirez told Congress in July 2023:
“Plastic bottles, jugs, cans, backpacks, clothing, shoes, coats, and trash litter our property. I cannot clearly describe the amount of trash that now covers South Texas ranches. These materials will take hundreds of years to decompose and has led to cattle loss, as some items can be consumed and cause digestive failure in cattle. This is a long-term defacement of beautiful South Texas rangelands that will never be the same. Ranchers shoulder the burden of this financial loss.”

Discarded clothes, personal effects, and trash on ranches represents a major challenge for ranchers. (Source: American Agri-Women)

Outbreaks caused by parasites carried into the country by illegal aliens can also put a strain on ranchers’ bank accounts. Ranchers particularly fear fever tick outbreaks, according to Richard Guerra, a rancher in Roma, Texas, in part because the cost to hire helicopters to spray affected areas to eradicate them can be up to $400 an hour. “Some of these migrants also carry the fever tick [as a result of passing through Mexico into the US]. And when they step on your property, chances are they’re going to drop the tick,” Guerra told the New York Post in 2021.
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According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, these parasites can spread “cattle fever,” which causes cows to lose weight and produce less milk, and can ultimately prove fatal. The tick has been eradicated from the United States, “with the exception of a Permanent Quarantine Zone along the U.S.-Mexico border.”

Make no mistake, this crisis faced by ranchers throughout border states is a new crisis of Mayorkas’ making. Duvall of the American Farm Bureau Federation wrote in 2021, “[N]ever before have the crossings been so destructive.” According to one South Texas rancher in June 2021, “The situation has changed 100%. We have immigrants coming through the ranch, not three or four a month like in the past. Just yesterday, we had 30 immigrants come through the ranch. The day before that, 40 immigrants came through the ranch. I think we had a total last week of about 140.” Crisp-Canales said in May of this year, “We have people coming through our property 24 hours a day, seven days a week now.” Brian King, a rancher in Texas, told the agricultural publication FarmProgress in 2021 that he went from experiencing a couple of “bailouts” on his farm in about six years to seeing them on a weekly basis over a period of around four months.

And the ranchers know to whom this crisis can be traced. Texas rancher Sewell, when asked what he thought of Mayorkas’ claims that the border is secure, told one media outlet, “Well, in polite ways, I don’t believe it, but it’s horrible. It’s a never-ending problem here. We are just battling from every direction, south and west.” Jim Volcsko, a rancher and former CBP officer, has said that Mayorkas’ policies are “100 percent” responsible for the chaos ranchers are suffering through—“They’re the ones who changed everything.”

But perhaps New Mexico Cattle Growers’ Association President Randell Major summed up best how Mayorkas’ politically motivated policies have put ranchers’ livelihoods on the line:

“I just feel that it’s just turned into this big political thing. To be honest, we feel like it’s a Trump versus the new administration, so they’re going to do the opposite of whatever Trump did, and so, unfortunately, that’s the political game that’s going on, but meanwhile the citizens of America and the citizens of New Mexico are caught in the middle.”

---

Consequences for Local Businesses and Economies

Mayorkas’ open-borders policies have not just affected private ranchers and farmers, however. Large agricultural outfits have also been caught in the crosshairs, as the historic number of illegal aliens crossing the Southwest border causes irresolvable damage to resources like crops on which those businesses—and the local economy—rely.

According to Yuma County’s Lines:

“[A]griculture is the number one industry in Yuma and our farms produce many of the fruits and vegetables that are distributed throughout North America. In fact, 91 percent of the leafy greens, romaine lettuce, and spinach consumed in the United States and Canada from Thanksgiving through Easter are grown, processed, and shipped from farms in the Yuma growing region. This industry ultimately brings in more than $4 billion to the community each year.

“The surge in illegal immigration has had a devastating effect on this critical industry in Arizona. People crossing illegally travel on foot, urinate and defecate in fields and irrigation canals on the farms after they cross the border, which ruins whatever crop is growing in that particular farm.

“Farmers must abide by stringent food safety rules and this trespass and the defecating in production areas renders these crops grown completely unmarketable, thus the crop is destroyed and farmers must bear this staggering loss. As a result, farmers in Yuma have had to invest millions since this administration took office in crop loss to hire security and build fences around their farms to protect our nation’s food supply.”223

Yuma County Sheriff Wilmot wrote in testimony to the House Judiciary Committee earlier this year that the county has had to spend $70,000 on portable toilets to place in agricultural fields throughout the county to keep illegal aliens from relieving themselves in those fields and contaminating crops.224

Simultaneously, these illegal aliens are failing to provide substantial economic benefit to the communities into which they travel. According to Borelli, “We’ve certainly seen some businesses complain and have problems. ... There doesn’t seem to be at this point any vibrant economic activity coming from this population.”225

---

Section 7: Putting Illegal Aliens Above American Citizens

Mayorkas’ open-borders policies have had the perverse effect of encouraging state and local governments to prioritize housing and other services for illegal aliens over American citizens, all at significant cost to taxpayers.

San Diego in April 2022 launched a multi-million-dollar program to provide taxpayer-funded legal services to illegal aliens, becoming “the first along the southern border to commit to paying legal fees incurred by immigrants facing deportation proceedings.”226 Just a few weeks earlier, the Oregon legislature passed a law appropriating around $10.5 million “to a newly created Universal Representation Fund to provide a statewide, integrated, universal legal navigation and representation system for immigration matters...,” and another $4.5 million “for the Oregon State Bar’s Legal Services Program to provide legal services to individuals on immigration matters”—primarily for illegal aliens facing deportation.227

In New York City, just days after Title 42 expired, city officials announced that hundreds of illegal aliens would be housed in middle and elementary school gyms in Brooklyn, prompting a massive outcry from parents. According to one parent, students in one location would not be able to access outdoor spaces because the area where aliens would be housed was adjacent to the outdoor playground.228

Damaris Fernandez, whose children attend two different schools that would house illegal aliens, told the New York Post, “Schools are kept secure for a reason. Parents have to sign in and provide ID when they go into school — now there’s migrants in the playground. My phone has been going crazy with angry parents. Nobody agrees with what’s happened.”229 The city has since backed away from the controversial plans.

229 Ibid.
In the Boston area in October 2023, “scores of military veterans, service academy graduates and families are scrambling to find hotel rooms” for the annual Army-Navy football game after one hotel management company effectively canceled reservations for at least 70 rooms at three hotels to house illegal aliens instead.\textsuperscript{230} Per one source: “I have enough rooms to cover some of the people. Some people are looking around but pricing is very high. For many, the issue is safety...they are questioning the safety of remaining hotels located near those that are now filled with migrants. Lots of questions by my clients and most hotels are scrambling to come up with safety protocols.”\textsuperscript{231}

Several hundred miles away in Chicago, lawmakers had planned to house more than 650 illegal aliens in a shuttered K-Mart facility,\textsuperscript{232} then announced plans in May 2023 to move hundreds into a former high school in the city’s South Shore neighborhood.\textsuperscript{233} Residents of the neighborhood have vocally pushed back against plans to bring hundreds of illegal aliens into their community. Resident Craig Carrington said at a public gathering this spring that illegal aliens were being prioritized over Chicagoans on waitlists for housing.\textsuperscript{234} J. Darnell Jones, another South Shore resident, told Fox News in May 2023:

“We’ve had a problem with police response in our neighborhood in the past, so to bring someone in, say they’re going to have police presence for 24 hours a day, does a couple of things. First of all, it’s slap in the face to those of us who have not had a police presence when we needed it. Secondly, it provides a resource to someone who does not pay taxes in our community when we have been starving for those resources ourselves.”\textsuperscript{235}

\textsuperscript{230} Joe Battenfeld, “Battenfeld: Army-Navy game at Gillette has turned into ‘cluster’ because migrants have taken up hotel rooms,” \textit{The Boston Herald}, October 4, 2023, \url{https://www.bostonherald.com/2023/10/04/battenfeld-army-navy-game-at-gillette-has-turned-into-cluster-because-migrants-have-taken-up-hotel-rooms/}.
\textsuperscript{231} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{234} Adriana Pérez, “South Shore residents file lawsuit against city over plans to use high school as migrant shelter: ‘We will fight as long as we need to,’ one says.,” \textit{Chicago Tribune}, May 11, 2023, \url{https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/breaking/ct-south-shore-migrants-shelter-lawsuit-20230511-mrzmkk54v1d2xpx4ec97ntgsz2u-story.html}.
Meanwhile, under the Biden administration, a record number of Americans are becoming victims of homelessness, according to reporting by the Wall Street Journal. The Journal found that even with the COVID-19 pandemic fading, the number of homeless Americans jumped around 11 percent from 2022, to at least 577,000 Americans, “by far the biggest recorded increase since the government started tracking comparable numbers in 2007.” Americans experiencing homelessness in New York City are now competing for shelter with illegal aliens, per Borelli’s testimony to the Committee:

“We have a homeless shelter, for example, that was approved for the north shore of Staten Island, which was intended on serving a specific population of presumably US citizens who are experiencing homelessness. That shelter is now under consideration for the migrant crisis. We’ve seen that happen in numerous locations. ... We’ve never leased hotels en masse to address homelessness in New York. ... We had about 60,000 people in our homeless shelters prior to the migrant crisis. Now when you add the migrants and the New York City homeless, it’s somewhere around 100,000.”

According to Borelli, the city in September 2023 was operating more than 200 shelters to house illegal aliens—“But we have never had a crisis where 206 shelters are being placed willy-nilly in neighborhoods far and wide. We’ve simply never had that. ... Now, seemingly overnight, in one year’s time, we’ve placed 206 shelters.”

Adding insult to injury, four days prior to the Journal’s report, the Biden administration sent a supplemental funding request to Congress, asking for billions of dollars in new spending. Among the administration’s numerous requests were $600 million to be transferred to FEMA’s Shelter and Services Program (SSP), which as covered in Phase 1 report of this investigation, is used to reimburse state and local governments and NGOs for services provided to illegal aliens, including housing.

The administration also asked for more than $750 million for Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) Operations and Support budget.

---
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In a classic bait-and-switch, however, two pages later in a section entitled, “Reprogramming Authority for Facilities and Support Services,” Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Director Shalanda Young wrote:

“This request would authorize the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement to use appropriated funding to allow for refugees, asylum seekers, or other migrants to be housed in community-based residential facilities, depart unsupervised during certain hours, and be provided medical care, legal programming, and other services through contracts, grants, or cooperative agreements with non-governmental organizations.”

In other words, money that Americans would understandably think was going to enforcing immigration law would actually be used to reward breaking those laws. While an ever-increasing number—hundreds of thousands—of Americans are living on the streets, Biden and Mayorkas are asking for more than $1 billion just this year in taxpayer dollars to provide housing and other benefits for illegal aliens—and disguising it as spending on “immigration enforcement” to do so.

“The American people have been forced to pay a bill they never asked for.”

- Committee on Homeland Security
Chairman Mark E. Green, MD

244 Ibid, 55.
Section 8: The Cost of Caring for Unaccompanied Alien Children

As covered in the Phase 3 report of this Committee’s oversight investigation, Mayorkas’ open-borders policies have led to a massive surge of unaccompanied alien children (UACs) across the border—more than 400,000 since he took office. These individuals require unique care and processing, and are almost never returned to their home countries. Smugglers know this, and have taken advantage by embedding these minors in “family” groups in order to gain access to the country for the entire group.245 Once processed by DHS, these minors are placed in the care of HHS, and provide a foothold for other “family members” to arrive in the United States later.

In the early days of the crisis, the Washington Post reported that the Biden administration was spending $60 million per week to provide care to around “just” 16,000 minors in HHS facilities,246 not counting the cost of new soft-sided shelters in locations like Donna, Texas. Existing HHS beds quickly filled up, leading the administration to devote substantial resources to “emergency facilities” that could house additional minors. These new facilities often cost more than twice what HHS beds in permanent shelters cost, per the Post’s reporting.247

Over the course of just a year, this would account for more than $3 billion alone, and is almost certainly higher today given the increased number of minors coming across the border. In FY22, HHS reported it cost $8 billion to care for UACs, with HHS requesting another $4.9 billion for FY23.248

Additionally, as documented in the Committee’s third interim report pursuant to this investigation, Biden and Mayorkas’ policies have led to a historic number of UACs crossing the border, and ultimately being transferred to HHS’ Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR).249 Many of these children are ultimately placed with “sponsors,” though the process has been shown to be ripe for exploitation and abuse.250 One investigation found around $2.7 billion in 2022 was spent on the troubled sponsorship process alone.251

---
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Section 9: The Costs of Transporting Illegal Aliens

In the wake of daily surges of illegal aliens across the border and the limited capacity to handle them, several states—led by Texas, Arizona, and Florida—have chosen to transport those aliens out of their states to other locales, particularly sanctuary states and cities. This costs states even more money, in addition to the costs they have already assumed in responding to the crisis Mayorkas has thrust upon them.

Tens of thousands of illegal aliens have been bussed and flown out of these states. For example, throughout 2023, El Paso’s “Migrant Situational Awareness Dashboard” showed the city had sent at least 13,972 illegal aliens to New York City and Chicago alone. Prior to the publication of this report, however, the dashboard was updated and this information removed. The city is also sending thousands of illegal aliens on buses to other Texas cities like Houston and Dallas.

Texas:
- Between April 2022-early October 2023, the state had sent more than 51,800 illegal aliens to major cities around the country, including Washington D.C., Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York City. Figures published in October 2023 showed that Texas had to pay more than $75 million in order for the company to bus illegal aliens out of the state.

Arizona:
- Between May-August 2022, 43 buses departed from Arizona to Washington, D.C., bringing almost 1,600 illegal aliens to the east coast.
- Each bus cost roughly $83,000, bringing the total to around $3.5 million.

Florida:
- State lawmakers allocated $12 million to the Florida Department of Transportation for illegal alien relocation purposes, which DeSantis made clear would be spent.

---
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From January-September 2021, the Biden administration spent at least $340 million transporting illegal aliens into the interior.\textsuperscript{259} Note: this potentially did not include money used to transport federal contractors and NGOs facilitating the arrival process.\textsuperscript{260}

In 2021, Mayorkas’ DHS also deepened the federal government’s involvement with a private security and intelligence firm, MVM Inc., to transport alien family units and UACs, more than doubling the size of its contract to $128 million in March 2021, “with the possibility for further expansions.”\textsuperscript{261} By September 2023, DHS had incurred around $660 million in obligated costs for these services.\textsuperscript{262} Relatedly, HHS also struck a new deal with the company for transportation and logistics services the same month.\textsuperscript{263} The initial $20 million was expanded by $52 million barely a month later as a result of “additional work.”\textsuperscript{264} Review of this contract showed approximately $370 million in obligated funds for MVM between March-November 2021.\textsuperscript{265}
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\textsuperscript{265} U.S. Department of the Treasury, Bureau of the Fiscal Service, Office of the Chief Data Officer, Definitive Contract: PIID 75ACF121C00023, accessed on October 26, 2023, https://www.usaspending.gov/award/CONT_AWD_75ACF121C00023_7590__NONE__--NONE--.
Conclusion: Mayorkas’ Open-Borders Policies Have Wasted, Abused Hundreds of Billions of Taxpayer Dollars

As the plaintiffs in Texas v. Department of Homeland Security noted in their complaint, Mayorkas’ open-borders policies have caused every state in this country to “face substantial, irreparable harms...which allow potentially hundreds of thousands of additional aliens to enter each of their already overwhelmed territories.” See Complaint in State of Texas v. U.S. Department of Homeland Security, No. 6:23-cv-00007, 3, (S.D. Tex. 2023).

Biden and Mayorkas’ policies have forced unforeseen and unnecessary costs on state and local governments across the country, putting cash-strapped jurisdictions already struggling with limited resources in an even tighter bind.

Federal, state, and local costs to provide services to a historic number of illegal aliens being released into the interior have skyrocketed on Mayorkas’ watch. These are resources that should have been used to improve the quality of life for American citizens—if those dollars were even to be spent at all. Instead, Mayorkas’ policies have had the perverse effect of rewarding lawbreaking by providing a seemingly inexhaustible supply of benefits to those who have refused to abide by America’s immigration laws. In addition to these governmental costs are the untold millions, perhaps billions, of dollars that have been lost by private citizens and businesses who will never be made whole.

It is morally unacceptable that American taxpayer dollars should be funneled to those who violate our laws and demand expansive, taxpayer-funded benefits like education, health care, housing, and more. Many of these individuals will likely represent a drain on American society for the remainder of their days in the United States, constantly absorbing more benefits from the state than they ever contribute—to say nothing of the fact that they have no lawful basis to remain in the country to begin with.

Mayorkas’ policies have enabled this mass waste and abuse of taxpayer resources. His policies and actions have encouraged millions of people to cross our borders illegally. His department has released millions of illegal aliens into the United States rather than detaining or removing them, as required by law. And there is no end in sight.

As long as Mayorkas insists on these failed policies, Americans will be the ones on the hook for the bill incurred by the millions of lawbreakers demanding benefits from Uncle Sam.